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i n t r o d u c t i on

Am I going to get all that from one small book? I see you asking yourself as
you search for the secret ‘button of success’ on the spine. Well, hopefully

Wine is easy. No, really, it is. Wine is something you grow and you turn it into

you’ll come close. And if you don’t, keep trying because the real secret of

something you drink. Look at it this way: bread is something you grow and you

success in wine is that the more you drink, the more you know. (Admittedly,

turn it into something you eat, but you don’t see people in the baked-goods

the less you will probably remember but, hey, you can’t have everything.)

aisle of a supermarket flummoxed by the range of products or agonising over
their choice, do you? No one gets confused by wholemeal bread, wholegrain,
best of both, white, rye, pumpernickel, brown, seed … Well, maybe they do,
but you know what I mean. If you have enough confidence to buy a loaf of
bread, then you should be confident enough to buy a bottle of wine.
And that is precisely what this book wants to do – give you confidence about
wine.
‘I don’t know anything about wine, but I know what I like’
This book aims to give you the confidence to believe that you know more
than some superior waiter trying to patronise you and con you into paying
more than you’re comfortable with; the confidence to ask the right sorts of
questions, so you can learn what you really want to know about the wines
you buy; and, most of all, the confidence to enjoy drinking wine, to see it as
a pleasure, not a potential source of embarrassment.
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[ ]
1
Treat this book like a swimming pool – dip your toes in to test the

h ow t o u s e t h i s b o o k

water, leap in from any point that takes your fancy, splash about, enjoy
yourself, then when you’re exhausted, lie down in the sunshine and
sip a glass of something delicious.

Well, it’s good for wedging open doors, swatting flies, propping
up wobbly restaurant tables – and you may even want to read
bits of it as well. I say ‘bits’, because I really don’t mind if you
don’t read it all.

Some of you may already be eager, curious, adventurous drinkers who are
greedy to find out more about your favourite tipple, and will hopefully find
lots of answers and starting points among these august pages. On the other
hand, some of you may have very little interest beyond drinking the wine
that you already enjoy – and that’s also fine. When it comes to wine, there

10
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are far too many snobs, experts, fundis and taste-autocrats, all of whom will

Wine techs

lecture you on what you should be drinking, rather than helping you get the
most out of the wines you enjoy. Sure, if you’re looking for something new,

These chapters are quite brief because they may be a little bit technical – not

then this book can also help you with your search, but if you like drinking

much, but maybe a little. If you’re the kind of person who doesn’t want to

simple, uncomplicated, everyday wines and see no need to change, then

know what they’re drinking beyond the fact that it says ‘wine’ on the label,

neither do I.

feel free to ignore these sections. On the other hand, they do contain useful
and interesting information that will stand you in excellent stead at a school

So this book is structured as a kind of ladder to wine drinking. No one is

fundraising quiz night or when you want to show off your knowledge to a

saying you have to start at the bottom rung; but no one is saying you have

snotty sommelier or other expert.

to reach the top one either. There are eleven chapters that are named after
certain styles of wine, so whichever style you currently enjoy, this should

These chapters are intended as snippets to explain winemaking know-how

be your starting point. You may want to go back and read the previous

in steps, rather than giving you all the information at the beginning, freaking

chapters to see if there’s anything you didn’t already know or that you

you out and sending you shrieking away from the wine aisles in horror and

might find interesting. Or you may be eager to find out about some styles

desperation. Each ‘wine tech’ will add a little more information each time,

you are unfamiliar with – in which case, read ahead, it’s up to you. So, start

taking you to the next step on the wine ‘ladder’. Read them or don’t read

where you feel comfortable and stop when you’re happy with what you’re

them. As you like.

drinking – you can always come back later to find out more.

12
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Wine pros in the know

acid levels, tannins (don’t panic – there will be explanations of all these and
more later). Then swallow, have one more 30-second think about whether

I have the attention span of a gnat – oh look, a puppy – so I’ve included

you actually like this wine (always the most important consideration) and if

interviews with some professionals to vary the tone and give you some

you do, then fill your glass and enjoy.

insight provided by people in South Africa’s wine industry. We have so many
fascinating, charismatic, passionate and interesting wine folk in South Africa,

Food and wine matches

it seems a shame not to give them a bit of space where they can tell you what
they think about wine. Plus, it was a good excuse to sit and chat with them,

I know a lot of people who believe that everything is better with bacon but,

and drink. Score.

personally, I believe everything is better with wine. Not that I get hung up on
perfect food–wine pairings or anything – in fact, quite the opposite. I think

Wine recommendations

that the wine you enjoy will always taste better with food than the wine
that you’re TOLD is a good match, so you must drink it. Because everyone

In each chapter, I’ve suggested a few wines that you may want to try in

is different, no one’s palate works quite the same way and despite the best

sections called ‘Try these’. Most of them should be readily available, but

efforts of all food-and-wine-matching Nazis, if you don’t drink red wine, then

if you can’t find them ask your retailer to suggest something similar. The

you just don’t drink red wine.

suggestions are intended to be the next-step wines, so they probably won’t
be the old favourites you’re already drinking but, hopefully, they will help

So I’ve made a few suggestions and given you a couple of things to think

broaden your taste horizons without scaring you back into the arms of your

about if you want to try match some food with some wines. But, in general,

tried-and-tested tipples – it’s all about baby steps here.

be confident with your choices and don’t think too hard about it because
most wine kind of goes with most food. And that’s the secret truth nobody

Wines are best enjoyed with friends, so don’t make a big fuss about trying

else will tell you, except me.

these wines in a formal kind of tasting set-up. Just take a second or two for
that first sip, think about the flavours, think about things like sugar levels,

14
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you can use to impress people, or to remind yourself of the meanings of
some of the (very few) technical words you’ll find as you read.
So that’s it. Treat this book like a swimming pool – dip your toes in to test
the water, leap in from any point that takes your fancy, splash about, enjoy
yourself, then when you’re exhausted, lie down in the sunshine and sip a
glass of something delicious.
If you’ve got a question and can’t find the answer, then feel free to
ask me directly. You can find me on social media or via the website
www.thewinecentre.co.za. The only stupid question is the one you don’t
ask, so get in touch and tell me what’s on your mind. I’ll be sipping – I mean
sitting – waiting for your call. j
PS – it’s worth mentioning that what I’m telling you about winemaking in
this book is the ‘normal’ way things happen in the wine world. Sure, you may
come across a winemaker who does the opposite to what I’ve described,
because there are exceptions to everything and nothing more so than in the
world of wine. This book tells you what generally happens, so please don’t
waste your time and mine by telling me I’m wrong and that so-and-so
applies a winemaking process differently. I know this already, and your time
would be much better spent chilling out and drinking more wine.

16
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2
The wine is bottled and a label stuck on it, and then you and I,
dear reader, spend our hard-earned cash buying it, drinking it and
hopefully enjoying it. And that is it. Winemaking 101 in a nutshell. You

Wi ne te ch

No. 1

Th e absolute basics of w in emaking
( th e m in im u m you n eed to know )

can stop reading now – you know everything.
I know I said that you don’t need to read the ‘wine tech’ sections
of this book, but if you can possibly screw up the cour age to
try just one of them, this is the one to read. ’Cause it will be
useful , I promise.

19
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Okay – first things first. Wine is made from grapes. I know that there’s rice

during fermentation, and it is pretty much the same process that takes place

wine and elderberry wine etc., but let’s not go there right now okay? Wine

in the making of beer, cider, nail-polish remover or any other form of alcohol

is made from grapes – full stop. These are not the same as the table grapes

you care to name.

you get at the supermarket, but a whole load of individual grape varieties
specially ‘bred’ over the years for making wine, and they all have different

In fact, the equation will allow you to work out quite a few things about wine

flavours and characteristics. It’s kind of like apples – think of a tart Granny

yourself – what the equation is saying is that if grapes are grown in a hot

Smith, a crunchy Golden Delicious, a sweet Pink Lady – different flavours and

area, they will be riper and sweeter. Think about it – the kinds of fruits grown

textures, but they’re all still apples. And that’s how grapes are too.

in hot parts of the world (e.g. pineapples, mangoes, granadillas and the like)
are much sweeter than those that grow in cooler areas, where you find

So, wine is made from grapes, and grapes are a fruit. We don’t eat fruit when

things like apples and pears. So, in hotter areas, the sugar levels in the fruit

it’s not ripe: we wait until the sun has done its job, ripened the grapes and

are higher, whereas the acidity (that tart taste you notice when you eat an

created lovely, juicy, sweet flavours. Then we pick the fruit, crush the fruit

under-ripe fruit) is lower. The higher levels of sugar will then produce higher

and make sweet, sticky juice.

levels of alcohol (because sugar + yeast = alcohol + carbon dioxide), which
makes the wines seem richer and more full-bodied. And that, in a nutshell, is

Now, here’s the most important thing you need to know about wine. The

why wines grown in different regions are different.

equation makes sense of it all and the only bit of really technical stuff you’re
going to get in the whole book:

So if the grapes are grown in a hotter area, then expect:
more alcohol

Sugar + Yeast
= Alcohol + Carbon Dioxide

more body
and probably less acidity.

I’ll say that again – sugar plus yeast equals alcohol and carbon dioxide (seems
far friendlier when I write it like that). This equation describes what happens

20
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If they are from a cooler area, then you should find:

Cooler wine regions of South Africa

less alcohol
lighter, more refreshing wines

Sea breezes affect these vineyards and keep the grapes nice and cool,

and generally higher acidity.

allowing them to take their time to ripen fully:
Constantia

It may also come as no surprise that most of the warmer areas make more

Darling

red wines, while cooler areas tend to produce more white wines. This is

Durbanville

because – along with sugar – colour and tannin levels also increase in the

Elgin

grapes with sunshine and warmth. More on tannins in Chapter 10.

Hemel-en-Aarde

Hotter wine regions of South Africa

The Elgin region is cool not because it is close to the sea, but because it is
quite elevated and the microclimate is cooler than in the lower-lying areas.

Generally, the hotter areas are inland, where the vineyards aren’t exposed to

Other regions, such as Stellenbosch and Franschhoek, are neither entirely

the effect of cooling sea breezes:

hot nor cool but have different pockets in both areas.

Calitzdorp
Paarl

Back to winemaking!

Robertson
Swartland

Anyway, so you’ve squeezed out your grape juice and added yeast – not quite

Tulbagh

the same strains of yeast as those you use to make your morning loaf, but of

Wellington

the same family. The yeast feeds on the sugars like a hungry teenager after a

Worcester

night on the town and converts them into alcohol, at the same time farting

Orange River (Northern Cape)

off copious amounts of CO2 (a reminder of the fermentation equation again:
sugar + yeast = alcohol + CO2 – I’ll be testing you on this later).

22
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After the yeast has done its work, the winemaker may decide to do a few
other bits and pieces to it (which we’ll come to later on in the book), then the

Going with the winemaking flow

wine is cleaned up by removing anything unsightly or murky left over from

with Ntsiki Biyela of Stellekaya Winery

fermentation. The wine is bottled and a label stuck on it, and then you and I,
dear reader, spend our hard-earned cash buying it, drinking it and hopefully

You never know when the love of wine is going to hit you between the

enjoying it.

eyes and hook you forever. Ntsiki Biyela, winemaker at Stellekaya, in
Stellenbosch, had planned an entirely different career path for herself

And that is it. Winemaking 101 in a nutshell. You can stop reading now – you

when she was suddenly offered a scholarship to learn how to make wine.

know everything. Okay, I may be joking a bit but honestly, that is pretty

Until that point, she had had no contact with grapes apart from in a fruit

much it in terms of winemaking. I told you it wasn’t much trickier than bread.

salad, but over her four years at Stellenbosch University, she gradually
came to realise how fascinating and challenging it is to make the perfect
wine.
So what does it take to make this perfect wine? In Ntsiki’s opinion, there
are two crucial periods, ‘harvest time and blending – those are the keys
to the final bottle’, and although she says she still follows the basic
winemaking steps in the flow diagram taught to her in college, she now
relies more on experience and instinct to craft her robust and warming
red wines. Her winemaking activities aren’t limited to South Africa either:
she’s made wine in Bordeaux, in France; in Italy; and the next country on
her hit list is Israel. She also hopes to work in Burgundy at some point
too. If she could just keep making the stuff and travelling and selling it,

24
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she’d be a happy woman, but the problems of officialdom always intrude:
‘Worst thing for me about making wine? The administration that has to
be done for every single drop,’ she moans ruefully.
If winemaking hadn’t been Ntsiki’s original choice of career, it would be
now, and she is a big advocate of encouraging others to consider the
profession. She is a mentor and board member of the newly established
Pinotage Youth Development Academy, which trains and supports young
people seeking to work in all aspects of the wine industry. Her advice to
others considering a future making wine? ‘If you are in it for the money,
don’t bother, but if it is for satisfaction, for love and to earn a living, then
it’s a good place to be.’ Would she choose winemaking if she had her life
over again? ‘Hell, yes!’ she says. ‘I don’t feel I’ve made my best wine of my
life yet, and with each year being different, it is exciting knowing that my
best wine is yet to come.’

26
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[ ]
3
These are the sorts of wines that most people are snobby about

sw e et a n d s e m i- sw e et w h i t e w i n e s

(‘Oh God, you mean you actually like that cheap, sweet crap?’) and
I bet that many of you who drink them find yourselves apologising
for your wine choices to these taste Nazis. Stop that, stop it at once.

At the risk of sounding like something you might read in a weird
magazine article, have you ever tried breast milk? I bet most
mothers out there have caught a drop from time to time and if
you do accidentally taste some, you’ll discover it’s sweet.

As human beings, we are actually programmed to like sweet things (it’s
something to do with the sugar giving us enough energy to go and forage
for more food), and chances are that, as a baby, you graduated from milk
to sweet food like puréed apples and pears, mashed butternut and sweet
potato.

28
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It’s much the same when it comes to wine. Most of us start on sweet, semi-

and semi-sweet wines are so big on the sugar stakes that they are not offset

sweet or off-dry wine styles, simply because they’re easier for us to accept

by any of the other factors, and the result can be a wine that is cloyingly

and drink. I’m from the UK, so I cut my vinous teeth on semi-sweet German

sweet or almost sticky in your mouth. If you want syrup, then drink syrup,

Riesling called Liebfraumilch, but many South Africans’ first experiences of

but if you want a balanced wine you should look for one with a pleasing

wine are products such as Van Loveren’s Four Cousins, The Saints range or

sweetness, some nice fruit flavours and a refreshing clean finish to it. That’s

Robertson Winery. These tend to be low in price, often come in big bottles or

what we mean by ‘balance’.

boxes and are lower in alcohol. And they’re all very – sometimes worryingly
– easy to drink.

How is a wine made sweet?

These are the sorts of wines that most people are snobby about (‘Oh God,

The answer is simple: by leaving sugar in the wine. Some people refer to this

you mean you actually like that cheap, sweet crap?’) and I bet that many of

as residual sugar (or RS) but whatever you call it, it’s sweet. Depending on

you who drink them find yourselves apologising for your wine choices to

how the wine is made, the winemaker may either stop the fermentation

these taste Nazis. Stop that, stop it at once: when it comes to wine – in fact,

before the yeast has chowed all the sugar (they can do this by filtering out

when it comes to life – your motto should be ‘never explain, never apologise’.

the yeast) or by adding the sweetness afterwards by mixing in some sweet

And when their gums swell up from an excess of acidic Sauvignon Blanc,

grape juice.

who’s going to have the last laugh then, eh?
Here are a few favourites that offer a slightly less sweet alternative to some
Everyone needs a bit of balance

of the really sugary ones in big bottles or boxes.

To be fair to the wine snobs, a lot of what makes them despise these sweeter
wines is that they often lack balance. What do I mean by that? When you put
wine in your mouth, you should taste an even combination of sweet, sour,
acid and fruit (we’ll add more factors to this list later on). Often, these sweet

30
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try these

E d g e b a s t on T h e B e r r y B o x W h i t e
This is a blend of Sauvignon Blanc, Semillon and Viognier, and has

an d w ith

fo od

a lovely, lively hint of sweetness to the finish. Just off-dry, it’s a
refreshing drink, perfect for loading up with a few ice blocks on a hot

Perhaps unsurprisingly, many of the best food matches for sweet

day.

wines are slightly sweet foods. But not always. In fact, if a food is too
sweet, it can have the effect of making your wine seem dry and bitter,

L a n d s k r o on O f f- d r y C h e n i n B l a n c

which is not good. If you’re pairing a dessert with a sweet or off-dry

Isn’t life easier when they actually tell you what style of wine is in

wine (but not a full-on dessert wine – see Chapter 18 for more on these

the bottle? Fresh and fruity with lots of interest balancing out the

styles), then as a very general rule, you’ll be better off with light, fruity

moderate sweetness.

puddings than a sticky, soggy, chocolate fondant. If I were you, I’d go
to the other extreme and find something spicy and aromatic. Food

Va n L ov e r e n N e i l’ s P i c k C o l o m b a r

flavoured with hot chilli, fragrant curries, spicy rubs and marinades – all

No need to leave the familiar Four Cousins family, just move up to this

of these are calmed down by a semi-sweet or off-dry wine. It’s always

for a change. One of my absolute fave off-dry gluggers.

a matter of huge surprise to me that so many Asian restaurants don’t
have more off-dry offerings on their wine lists. Big mistake, I’d say – try
it for yourself and see if I’m not right.
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Thinking dry, drinking sweet
with Danelle Conradie of Van Loveren
Perhaps they won’t always admit it, but a lot of winemakers started out
on their drinking careers with sweeter styles of wine. One who has no
hang-ups about her wine-drinking roots is Danelle Conradie, winemaker
at Van Loveren. Danelle’s drinking career began courtesy of her father,
who enjoyed an off-dry wine from Twee Jonge Gezellen called Schanderl,
which was a blend of Gewürztraminer, Riesling and Muscat – all aromatic
varieties that do well as off-dry or semi-sweet wines, and so this was
Danelle’s first choice when she started buying wine for herself.
Danelle mainly crafts the premium range at Van Loveren, although
the first time I met her was when she was a finalist at the Woman
Winemaker of the Year competition with her amazing-value off-dry
Colombar (which I included in the wine suggestions above) standing
proudly alongside wines that were literally ten times the price. ‘There
is nothing less intrinsically superior about these off-dry and semi-sweet
styles of wines. It’s all to do with the complexity and character of the
wine,’ she says. Van Loveren’s wines are probably the first steps to wine

Four Cousins range. The combination of big bottles, excellent prices and
easy, fruity, uncomplicated crowd-pleasing wines makes for a brand that
is currently the biggest-selling bottled wine in South Africa, and Danelle
relishes seeing the pleasure on faces when they try her wines for the
first time: ‘Seeing people fall in love with wine because of Four Cousins is
tremendously rewarding!’
When I chatted to her about sweeter-style wines, she pointed out
something that I also believe to be true, namely that ‘a lot of people talk
“dry” but, actually, they drink sweet!’ Because sweeter styles of wine
are viewed so disparagingly by many, I often see that people ask for dry
wines and then find them bitter or just ‘too dry’. Offer them off-dry and
you’ll find they are much happier, even though they don’t realise that it is
the spoonful of sugar that is helping this particularly delicious medicine
go down. The key for Danelle is balance. She says, ‘The sweetness and
acidity must be in balance, so it is important to look at this when making
and blending the wine.’ This balance is what pulls the Four Cousins range
into line and changes what could have been a sickly sweet gloop-fest into
a refreshing, attractive drink. ‘Don’t think too hard about it – feel free to
chill it down with a block or two of ice on a hot day and enjoy.’

drinking for many thousands of South Africans via the hugely popular
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